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Ahstruct 

In high-power free electron lasers, self-field effects in the 
clcclron beam are often the most important phenomenon on 
which the beam quality depends. These effects are generally 
conceived as space-charge effects, and described by a Poisson 
equation in a beam frame. In RF-FEL photoinjcctors, Ihe 
clccuons of Ihc intense short pulse produced by laser irradia- 
tion arc submitted, just after their photoemission, lo such a 
strong acceleration that relativistic acceleration and retardation 
cfl‘ccts have 10 be taken into account. The importance of these 
ofl’ccts will be discussed, from the rigourous calculation of the 
LiCnard-Wicchert velocity- and acceleration electric and magne- 
tic fields, as a function of RF-electric field and b&irn parame- 
Lurs. The beam pulse is assumed to be axisymmetric, with a 
constant photocmilted current density. Consequences for the 
mnximum current density that can be extracted will be consi- 
dcrcd (the “self-field limit”, a name more appropriaie than 
“space-charge limit” for the present conditions where electro- 
dynamic phcnomcna play an important role). 

I. LNTR~DUCTI~N 

For the efficiency of electron-photon energy conversion 
in FEL, as well as in other coherent radiation sources such as 
Iyrotrons, the beam quality, as measured by some brilliance I 
or cmittancc, is a critical factor. 

In the particular cast of the short electron pulses of a RF 
l:EL where Ihe electron source is a photocathode, the beam 
c’miltanccs (transverse and longitudinal) along the line arc es- 
scntially those acquired during the first stage of electron gene- 
ration and acceleration, i.c. the photoinjector stage. Various 
phenomena can contribute to the cmittances observed in the 
beam pulse at photoinjector exit. For owerful FEL, where 
the bsam current exceeds say 100 A/cm Y , the space charge ef- 

In a companion paper [51, the transvcrsc cmitbncc of the 
just emitted electron beam pulse is calcula~~l as a function 01‘ 
the parameters. It appears that, bcforc any propagation, this 
transverse cmitlance already has a value of the order of 10 or 
50 z mm.mrad (according to the pulse duration). 

In fact, Lhe main part of the cmittancc growth due to the 
“space-charge” field, more properly called the “self-field”, takes 
place during photocmission. 

II. THEORETICAL MODEL 

A. Electromagnetic fieh’ : gtxerul LiL;rzurd-12’iecllert 
expression 

Iccth are dominant over Ihc RF-field ones. 
Thcorctical calculations have been given of the iransvcrsc 

cmittancc growth inside the pholoinjector for a short beam 
pulse either in ballistic drift or submilted to the RF accelera- 
ling fisld [ 11 -141. Thcsc calculations assume that the beam 
density is uniform, and principally that all electrons are mo- 
ving with Ihe same axial velocity p,c, not only in a beam 
slice as the consequence of the well-founded hypothesis of pa- 
raxiality, but for the whole beam pulsc.This assumption, the 
chief advantage of which is Lo allow an clcctroslaGc calcula- 
lion of the space-charge field map in the beam frame, may be 

All the physical quantities will bc calculatcti in the‘ lahor-a- 
tory frame. The field (EJ) gcncratcd at time i, at point I’, by 
an electron which, at lime I, is at point M (I ), is gi\,cn bl 
the general Li@nard-Wicchcrt expression 

E (PJ) = -e 1 
n- \‘(I 3/c 

4ZQ H(tJ2[1 -n.v((f/c13 M(lJr’ 

+ 
nA { [n- v(~~IcIAY(I~/c} 

c M(t?P [l -n.v(fS/c13 1. 

regarded as a rather reasonable first approximation when the 
beam pulse is suflicicntly removed from the cathode. It cannot 
be retained for the beam pulse which has just been cmitlcd. 
On the one hand, at the beam head, about 1 cm away from the 
cathode (for a 100 ps pulse), there arc electrons which arc al- 
ready accelerated by the RF field 10 a relativistic velocity. On 
the other hand, at the beam back, next Lo Ihc cathode, one 
may find electrons with thermal vclocilics. Morcovcr, the 
density is far from being uniform. 

In these conditions the electromagnetic field map insidc 
the beam pulse strongly differs from the map which would bc 
deduced from an electrostatic calculation made in the beam ccn- 
troid frame. In particular : a) the acceleration field is no longer 
negligeable before the velocity field, b) Lhc relativistic rctarda- 
tion effects have to be taken into account, c) the cIcc[roma- 
gnetic force suffered by an electron in the z-slice is no 1011- 
gcr -efi~)-~E,(r,z), but -e[El(r,z) - ,!32(z)&, (r,z)]. 

In Sec. II, a theoretical study of clcctron motion is prcscn- 
ted, which takes these elcctrodynamic effects into account. In 
Sec. III, sample maps of the elecuomagnctic field insitlc ~hc 
beam pulse are given and discussed. In Sec. IV, conscqucnccs 
on the self-field limitation for photocmission is cxamincd. 
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BP (f ) = k nA EP (1 >, 

where : 
n _ M(r’ >I’ 

M(r’)P ’ 

and where the retardated time t’ is such that M(r’)P =c (t-t?. 
The first term in E is the velocity field, which decreases as 
l/r2, the second one the acceleration field -the radiation field 
far from the source- which decreases as l/r. 

B. Electron motion : iteration procedure 

inWr 
l E,&P,r)=-& I 

--. 

P <Ii Ibm2 

l E,$P,t jr) =L 

47qc2 I 
i tnux p(o lx’\0 

0 

C ols,p(lilpJ 1 + ~r-i~-Pclil)pJ I) 4 > 
Except for a narrow layer next to the cathode, the paraxial 

condition 1~~1,=17~~kA) is satisfied for / 2 100 A, if the axial 
RF electric field on the cathode has an amplitude E,> 10 
MV/m. In these conditions, for almost the whole beam pulse, where. 
axial and radial electron motion can be decoupled, and all the 
clcctrons of a given slice have the same ‘y The correction due 
to the narrow non-paraxial zone will be discussed later. 

XK,P(~O)IP*~ 1 = 

Taking advantage of the decoupling, and considering an 
axisymmctric beam, where T,Z arc the cylindrical coordinates, 
the following iteration procedure has been used to calculate the 
clcctromagnctic field map inside the pulse, at different times 
1~ (O,z), where z is the pulse duration. 

At order 0, the (E,B)@) map is determined from the slice 

5-z +Pdzz p (@ &, 

1 ~oprt) [Gz+miii ciz,13 
3 3 

axial lrajectorics z co) (flfd in the axial RF field alone, where lo 
is the emission time for the considered slice. Then, order 1 
slice trajectories z (‘)(tlr,) are calculated for electron slices 
submitted to both the RF field and the (0)-axial self-clcctric 
I‘icld on the beam axis E,(O)(r =O,z,rlr,). From zo)(r It,), a new 
l‘icltf map (E,R)(‘) = [Eo)(r,z,t), 1%“) (r,z,t)] is deduced,,. . 
Three iterations have shown themselves sufficient. 

C. Analytic treatment of the electrodynamic and re- 
tardation effects: the case of E,(O)(r,z,t) = 
E Zp’())(r ,z ,t)(velocity field) + E,$o)(r,z,t) 
iaccelerationfield) 

The beam pulse is assumed to be cylindrical, with radius 
R, carrying a current I, emitted. by the cathode with a constant 
and radially uniform current density J. Taking into account the 
retardation effects -the dctailcd, rather intricate, discussion of 
M hich cannot take place here- and the boundary condition im- 
posed on the cathode by equipotentiality, one finds for 
E(‘))(r,z,t ), with the notations of Fig. 1 : 

and: lil(lil+2~) P cm = i n+,g 

A=rnc2/eEo- D(P,c,t ) = disc [p, pmw (01 n beam 

P .WU= d[Cl - ml2 - ((- -z)2 

and 

i-Z (0 +zj2 

2(A +c1 +z) . 

III. ELECTRO~~AGNETIC FirzLD fmP : 
SAMPLE RESULTS 

Table I shows the axial electric field at cathode ccntcr 
(r=O,z=O), when the whole clcctron beam pulse is extracted 
(I=@, for : J =lOO A/cm*, OCR ‘=I cm2, fCn=30 MV/m, 
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r=lOO ps. E,(O,O,z) = Ezp(O,O,r) + E p(O,O,z) is compared on 
the one hand to the O-order value E, cd (0,0,~) And, on the other 
hand, to the values which would be deduced from an electro- 
static calculation for either a constant uniform emitted current 
density, or a uniform density. 

TABLE I 

Eo Ezp Ezl, 4 E (O) 

(MVlm) ’ 
Ez stat J E zstat p 

15 5.14 0.56 5.70 5. 72 6.10 4.30 
30 3.60 0.74 4.34 4.35 4.68 3.08 

E,, : RF electric field ; EZ : axial electric self-field at catho:; 
center (,Czs : its velovity part, Ez/ : its acceleration part) ; Ez 
zero-order E, (axial electric self-field generated by beam elec- 
trons which are supposed to be accelerated by the RF field 
()IllY). E, s(al J : axial electric self-field at cathode center dedu- 
ced from a Poisson equation for a constant J photoemission. 

L(li p * . axial electric self-field at cathode center deduced from 
a Poisson equation for a constant p photocmission. 

IV. PHOTOEMISSION SELF-FIELD LIMIT 

Figure 3 

SELF-FIELD LIMIT (TAU) FOR 
EO=30 MV/m, S= 1 cm2 

I -W J (IO A/cm2) * Q (nC) 1 

Figure 2 

SELF-FIELD LIMIT (TAU) FOR 
EO=15 MVlm, S=l cm2 

-=- J (10 A/cm2) c Q (nC) 
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Fig. 2 and 3 show the maximum extracted current U-I as 
a function of the pulse duration z, for IrR ‘=I cm*, and for 
4,=15 MV/m or 30 MV/m. 
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